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I have both intellectual
and athletic friends.

Flu vaccine delayed Scots downed 20-1- 5

Sarah Morehouse '03
SGA Senator

Laura Nesler

During a typical flu season, 12
to 15 million people nationwide
will become infected, according
to the Center for Disease Control
(CDC). This year, people all
around the country, including
Wooster students, wishing to
receive the flu vaccination in
hopes of not getting sick are going
to have to wait longer than usual.
The shortage and delay caus-
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ing concern this season are
attributed to setbacks with the
Food and Drug Administration
(FDA).
"There are two main reasons to
explain what's going on. First, the
two main manufacturers of the
vaccine were unable to meet the
federal standards for production.
The FDA regulates our drugs and
how we give them, and they
cracked down on these manufacturers," Student Health Center
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More than one strain of a virus
is often found in influenza. The
strains' were identified in the
spring and all must be included in
the vaccine to protect individuals.
This caused uncontrollable problems for the FDA this year.
"There's a couple of different
strains that have been
and
Anderson said, explaining the
second cause for delay.
The Student Health Center has
had the vaccine on order since the
beginning of the summer and calls
the pharmacy every week for
information on their status.
"When it comes out, since it's a
limited supply, we're going to
give it to the highest risk people
first," Anderson said.
High risk individuals include
anyone with a chronic disease or
condition, such as cancer, but also
including people with asthma and
diabetes. However, the Student
Health Center recommends that
slow-growi-
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college students receive the vaccination.
"You're living in close quarters
with people who are bringing in
viruses from all over the U.S. and
different parts of the world. You
don't sleep as much, it's hard to
get three balanced meals a day,
your stress level may be high ...
all. these factors pull down your
natural immunity," Anderson
' said, also recalling that one year,
Hygeia had 1,700 visits in
February all related to the flu.
Symptoms usually begin with a
headache, chills and a cough.
These symptoms are followed by
general body aches, a high fever
and, sometimes, vomiting, which
may last for. three to four days. A
'
sore throat, runny nose and sneezn
ing - all symptoms of a
occur at the same time. The
flu's most telling characteristic is
profound weakness and fatigue.
Some individuals feel exhausted
and "not themselves" for as long
as three to four weeks after a bout
with the flu, according to the
CDC. The germs are easily spread
because the flu can remain airborne for up to two hours.
that
estimates
Anderson
between 400 and 500 students
and faculty will receive the flu
shot this year and hopes to have
possession of the vaccination by
Thanksgiving.
Although the CDC states that
the optimal time to receive the
vaccination is in October, they
advise people to get the shot as
soon as it becomes available,
even if influenza has already broken out in the area. Outbreaks
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of the flu tend to peak from
mid-- , December to as late
as March.
Students and faculty will be
notified with the vaccines arrive
at the Student Health Center.
Appointments are not needed, but
a $5 charge will be collected.
"We're on top of it, and when it
comes in, well let you know,"
Anderson said.
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The Scots suffered a disappointing
loss to Wabash at the Homecoming game last weekend.
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'Test Party' Saturday

Alex Pries
Assistast News Editor

Should the proposal to lift the
current moratorium on
parties be accepted, a possible first party will take place in
Bissmarf's 7th section Saturday.
"As I understand it, the proposal
has been accepted by the Dean
with a few edits," Director of
Residential Life and Housing
Dave Brown said. According to
SGA senator Toni Cassarino '01,
the party this weekend in
Bissman, sponsored by IGC, will
serve as a "test party."
Brown highlighted some of the
general changes made in the new
moratorium, including restricting
the number of places students can
all-camp-

us

enter and exit the party and the
changing role party assistants will
now play in supervision.
"Some of the things that stand
out in comparing this year's policy to last year's are ... for parties,
that are going to be hosted by sections in Bissman and Armington,
students who come to the party
will have one entry point and one
exit point," Brown said. He
stressed that this was being done
as a means to increase safety at
these events. This would also
make it easier to monitor who is
coming to a party, prevent random
wandering, and allow accurate
numbers of people to be counted.
See Campus Parties on page 2
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Assistant Editor: Alex Pries

Editor: Laura Nesler

Java Hut keeps the coffee coming
News Editor

ing," Molly Moreland '03 said.
The breakfast time between
8:30 a.m. and 10:30 a.m. has
been the busiest, with lines
extending all the way down the
hallway.

"On Tuesdays and Thursdays
the lines are too long because
everyone has class at 9:30," Lori
Lehr'02 said.
The idea of a coffee shop on
came
campus
from
Vice
President for Finance and
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Less than two weeks after its
debut, Java Hut has been labeled
a success. Located in the lower
level of Lowry, the coffee stand
attracts hundreds of students and
faculty every day.
"We're having fun. The kids are
friendly and we enjoy it,"
employee Lil Lewis said.
The Hut offers a variety of specialty coffee beverages, fruit
smoothies and chillers, steamed
milk, four different kinds of
sweet rolls and bagels.
"Everything is selling, but the
smoothies are our best seller,"
supervisor Emily Leachman said.
Leachman estimates they serve
.
between 300 and 400 people
daily. Many students praise the
College for its addition of the coffee shop but are quick to offer
.
suggestions.
"The coffee is good, but if they
would use chocolate powder
instead of chocolate syrup it
would blend better. But they're
trying, and I love that they're try-
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A line forms quicky in the

Photo by Amelia Kays
morning hours as students and
faculty wait patiently to be served at Lowry 's new Java Hut.
Business Bob Walton and
Director of Hospitality Services
Chuck Wagers.
"We opened it as though it was
autonomous. We're trying to give
it its own identity," Wagers said.
Although the goal was to have
the Hut up and running when the

JAVA HUT A SUCCESS, EXTENDING
HOURS, NEEDS STUDENT STAFF

The Java Hut needs student staff in order to extend operating
hours until Midnight, Monday thru Thursday, and until 9:00 P.M.
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. Dining Services is looking for
enthusiastic, customer service oriented students interested in
working at the trendiest hut in town. Positions are available for
Java Hut Attendants to take orders, run the cash register, serve
bagels, brew coffees, and blend smoothies. Positions for Student
Managers are also available to be responsible for training, working as an attendant, and supervising proper closing. Flexible
1st
schedules available and uniform shirts provided. Apply at the
Student Employment Office.

students returned in late August,
Wagers said "delays in the production of our custom-buil- t
mobile cart"
pushed the grand opening back to
Sept 29.

"What makes the Java Hut so
successful is that it is our first
attempt at offering a new dining
experience to the community.
We've never had an upscale coffee
shop or an alternative to the meal
plan," Wagers said.
Although the majority of the
Hut's business is currently students using it as part of their meal
plan, a regular clientele of cash
sales is forming.
In fact, the Hut is so successful,
extended hours are planned for
the near future. Wagers is currently hiring student staff to allow the
hut to stay open from 7:15 aum. to
midnight Monday through Friday
and Saturday and Sunday from 9
a.m. to 9 p.m. once he acquires a
full staff.
:

Campus parties con't
Continued from page I
"We are now holding groups
responsible for keeping an accurate count of how many students'
are at the party to keep from violating fire codes. Again, another
safety precaution," Brown said.
Another difference from last
year is the increased number of
"students who have responsibility
at the party" according to Brown.
In the past, the College would
hire three party assistants who
would be the only attendants who
held any sort of responsibility.
Now, students will be present to

monitor the doors and keep count

of attending students in addition
to other activities.
Other major changes include
moving the bar in Bissman and
Armington from the kitchen area
into the main lounge. Also,
underage students who attend
parties will now be
required to be identified as underage in the form of black magic
marker slashes across their hands,
similar to what occurs in the
Underground. This had not been
the case in the past. Students who
are of age will wear wristbands.
all-camp-

us
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Council starts down goals list
Naomi Kresge

Editor m Chief

Allardice

Editor in Chief

Responding to the resignations

1

of seven SGA Senators, the
"

Senate elected seven new
Senators at Wednesday's meeting. After reviewing the letters of
intent submitted by the 13 candidates, the SGA entered executive
session to discuss and vote on the.
seven open seats.
Filling the Senate are four fore
mer Senators and three
Senators. Returning to the Senate
are Toni Cassarino '01, Gina
Seranni '03, Katy Leedy '03 and
e
Sarah Morehouse '03. The
Senators are Andrew
Connell '03, Andrea Gousen '04
and Theo Thwig 04.
Also at Wednesday's meeting
the Senate approved in a close
vote to send four SGA members to a national conference on
student government leadership at
the beginning of November.
Jamee Luce, Assistant Director
first-tim-

first-tim-

7-5- -2

SGA
.

Eta Sigma Phi $325
SocAnthro. $175
Coffee House $525
$405
GLBTA
Dene House $625
$825
Lets Dance
$744.50
$233.70
PsiChi
$808.33
Archeology
.

Tri-Be- ta

Programming,
brought the national conference to
the Senate's attention. Luce hopes
Wooster will, in the next couple
of years, become more involved
in national organizations.
During the September 27 and
28 funding meetings, the Senate
approved the $6,934.53 budget.
The 17 organizations that applied
for SGA funding asked for a combined $7,695.95, and SGA allocated 90.11 percent of the
requested amount. After confusion and misunderstandings
plagued last year's SGA funding
meetings, the first night of funding this year only took 12 minutes, while the second night went
almost as fast
Every group accepted the
FACs recommendations, and
only one asked the Senate to con- -,
sider allocating more money. The
Senate approved the FAC recommendation for every organization
unanimously.

of Residential
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150 people, a topic first brought

before the body at the beginning

of last year. "For lack of interest,
it died," Associate Dean of
Students Carolyn Buxton said,
suggesting that Council pass the
issue to the Inter Greek Council
agenda. Council concurred with
her suggestion.
The two issues were part of a
larger list of goals formulated by
Council earlier this semester. The
list also included:
Housing and Residential Life
policies and changes such as
room draw and Resident Assistant
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$245
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$200
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$170
$225
$518
$6,934.53
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Sisters in Spirit $540

SMAAC
FCA
v
Pueblo
WooSAS
Physics
Art Club
WCF
Total:
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" think that this year's council
seems really enthusiastic, and
think the personalities on this
year's Council really will work
" Marcie Kasek '01 said.

Greek-hoste-

SGA funding allocated

Member-at-Larg-

compensation;
Customer service, such as
establishing objective criteria for
campus offices such as the registrar, financial aid, student employment and Lowry;
Meal plan options, including
establishing contacts within the
community with a pizza place or
to enable payment
other take-owilh COW cards as well as discussing the possibility of a point
system within Lowry
food options;
Increasing the effectiveness of the relationship between SGA and
Campus Council;
Encouraging student-facult- y
relationships and
including
interaction,
such programs as joint eating
opportunities.
The retreat included visits from
Hales and Director of Housing
and Residential Life David
Brown, who addressed the group.
Council chair Marcie Kasek '01
said in response to the list of
goals, "I do think this will be a
productive year. I think that this
year's Council teems really
enthusiastic, and I think the personalities on this year's Council
really will work well. There will
be a lot of compromising and a lot
of interesting questions." she said.

.

';'r:;

'

At this week's meeting
Campus Council made the first
dent in the list of goals and
cussion topics set at their fall
retreat earlier this semester. The
group discussed a policy for filing grievances as well as an
already existent recommendation
by President R. Stanton Hales
about party assistants
invite-onl- y
d
at
parties.
The priorities set at
I
the retreat included a
suggestion to develop
an objective set of
well,
informational criteria
for the filing of a
grievance with the Council.
Section U.K. of the Campus
Council Memorandum within
The Scot's Key empowers the
filing of grievances outside
on
Committee
Academic
Standards or the Judicial Board
jurisdiction should a student in
question have "failed to receive
any satisfaction through the normal administrative channel."
Recognizing the existing language, SGA President Erik
'01 and , 'Vice
McLaughlin
President for Finance and
Business Bob Walton suggested

language specifying complaint be
made via letter be added to the
e
Memorandum.
Andy Rockenstein '02 volunteered to write the suggestion in
motion form for next week's
meeting, and the issue was tabled
for further discussion until that
time.
Council also discussed Hales'
letter on party assistants for
invite-onl- y
parties of less than

I
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Special Report: New Housing Proposal Created
Alex Pries
Assistant News Editor
'
--

For many of the College's students, the hassle of spring room
selection is a nightmare they
would rather do without With
feelings of distress and even futility, many, students leave Xheir
choices in the hands of the "housing gods" to dictate whether next
year's bed will be in Holden,
Armington or possibly a street

.

point totals for each all of their
members.
In addition to having the merit
system apply to groups, individual students would be given
housing based upon their point
totals. At the proposal stands
currently, the details of whether
groups or students would go first
is unknown.
The creation of a sense of community is central to this proposal
according to Davis, and he stated

created with the best of intentions.
but perhaps it would not be a solution.
"I think overall the plan is too
complicated; there are too many
exceptions. My biggest concern
is with students who try hard, but
grades don't come easily. Sure,
they could join an organization,
but what if they really have to
study hard," she said.
Cuglewski did comment that
there were parts of the plan that
she could definitely see
to
using
housing
improve the housing
process in the future.
"One thing I really
liked was that they
Benner and Davis
01 were very optimistic
about making students
more responsible ...
preparing us for the real world,"
she said.
Both Benner and Davis
expressed their concern over the
relatively little response they
have gotten from the student

.

corner.

lot of people are concerned that a
particular dorm would have a bad
image, like you got stuck in there
because you're a bad person."
... -- Chris Benner

But, a change
"A
may be in the
works as Joe
Davis 01 and
Benner
Chris
01 have recently drafted a new,
if not radical.
change for student housing.
"
The proposal suggests a complete remodeling of the process in
which students are placed in
housing. Central to this idea is the
d
implementation of a
point system, utilized at other
schools around the country.
d
Davis said, "It's a
system where you get quality and
d
points. We broke it
down and came up with every
stipulation that would lead to
points," he said.
Grades, group involvement and
study abroad experiences are only
a few of the factors that would
figure into a student's point total.
This point total would in turn
affect a student's priority in spring
room selection.
The other major change found
in the proposal is the new guidelines for group housing. Students
would be encouraged to form
groups, and any group would be
given some sort of community
housing.
"The method for groups would
be that anyone who wants to form
a gruup wuuiu 1111 uui a jiupvai,
present it to housing, and undergo
Then,
once
interview.
an
approved, the only thing pending
would be the specific location of
the group," Davis said.
A group's purpose should pro
mote a sense or community on
campus and not violate The Scot 's
Key. Groups would be given priority based upon their cumulative
-

merit-base-

point-base-

social-base-

-

that this idea works well with
and
Director
of Housing
Residential Life Dave' Brown's
idea of letting housing serve as a
tool for community building.
"Promoting groups leads to
building
comwhich leads to
munity building," Davis said.
Inherent to this feeling of community, Davis stated that this proposal would help to foster a sense
of responsibility among students.
Since groups positions in selection would be dependent on each
one of their members, everyone
would make sure not to jeopardize their future housing opportunities.
Groups that violate academic
and social agreements would lose
their housing. "If you get an
alcohol ticket then you probably
won't lose your housing, but you
start busting things up then you
will lose it," Davis said.
While it is still ' relatively
unknown to the student body, student reactions to the proposal
have been mixed. Benner said,
"We've talked to students
everyone will point out some
consideration. You will always
have someone opposed to something. A lot of people are concerned that a particular dorm
would have a bad image, like you
got stuck in there because you're
a bad person," he said.
Cheryl Cuglewski 01 said that
she believed the proposal was
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tune ... some groups are attached
on their own to the space they're
living in," Brown said.
Another major portion of this
proposal is based upon group for
mation and 'hence community
building, which Brown feels has
positive and negative results. He
expressed concern over groups
c
i .
i i
ucuig iuiumji aunpil.. 1U Oil UUUH
for students to live together.
ine iaea or a
group for the sake of
a group does not
appeal to me. The
idea of a group for
the sake of shaping
an individual's ability to think critically,
to evaluate, to gather
a better sense of
themselves as unique
.
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thing," Brown said.
"I'm willing to be
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"No one has really created a
proposal in which the students
can actively participate. We'll
try it and if students don't like it,
then housing knows not to take it
in this direction. . But if they like
it, then it is written and ready to
be implemented. It's a possible
immediate solution to a problem,"
Davis said.
Students can look at the full
proposal
on the web at:

http:pages.wooster.edudavisjb
or contact them through email at:
bdhousinghotmaiI.com.

Housing's
Response
-

-

-

-,

Brown was honest about his
position concerning the new
housing' proposal submitted by
Benner and Davis. Submitted
shortly after his arrival on campus, it is something of interest to
him, but put it aside earlier to deal
with more current issues.
But, now that that the Housing
and Residential Life department
is running smoothly, Brown has
had the time to carefully study the
proposal.

of

c?

creative here but I
am concerned about
the . intent Are we
promoting altruistic'
behavior or ways for

body.

smaller-communi- ty

all-camp-

we re not
going to just adopt it ... it would
be silly to do that But, what
we're more likely to do is to take
a look at our current system, take
a look at the suggestions, take a
look at other ideas we have and
we'll probably end up with a conglomeration of the best points,"
Brown said.
One of Brown's major concerns
"I can euarantee

students to get the housing they want?" he said

;

with the proposal is how the
process would be treated fairly in
regarding to groups. Groups with
more members, more involvement in social activities and better
grades might automatically get
better housing than an equally
viable group with fewer members.
"If a group is loosely involved
in three things and another group
is very involved in one . how do
we draw the line? In the end, we
want to maintain a level of fairness to all the students," Brown
said.

"

Brown also made the point that
many organizations feel a connection to their housing (such as the
Science and Humanities program
in Douglass).
For many clubs, like .the
Greeks, their housing best accommodates their activities. "Yes,
we'll entertain the idea of moving
groups around and making that
process more fair, but at the same

As an extension of
this concept, the
authors of the proposal suggest that
this increased group
aspect to housing will ensure
more responsibility.
Brown commented that this
d
belief is ultimately well
sysIjut the
d
tem, which he has never seen
used across the board at other
schools, would have to be carefully constructed.
"The idea of utilizing the group
context to promote responsibility
is a good idea," Brown said.
"What I'm going to have to take a
good hard look at, if we're going
to move on something like this,
would be how fair is this point
system. If you get one student
with 20,000 points and one student with five points ... well they
want to live together in Kenarden.
Do we honor the fact that they
want to live togetner, or me iaci
that one student has got 20,000
inten-tione-

merit-base-

nrhintc

anrl

Brown said.
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Compassionate

Conservatives, not only will we
be in a world without health care,
affirmative action, welfare, government subsidized education, separation of church and state and the freedom of speech so vehemently desired
by Mr. Catheline, we will live in a
world in which a woman will have
to go into a back alley to get an
abortion or resort to
medical procedures.
Planned Parenthood is an
ed

Coilej.

Assistant Editor: Kebecca Stinson

organization that provides citizens
the power to take control of and
responsibility for their bodies
without fear or judgment In addition to offering abortions. Planned
Parenthood offers midwifery services, health-car- e
for
men and women, educational
services and support groups, to
give just a few examples. Ms.
Feldt stated all of these facts quite
clearly, but audience members
like Professor Hampton and the
e
missionary were, too busy
waiting to call her a murderer to
actually listen to her speech. They
wanted to be paid the respect that
they refused Ms. Feldt Miss the
point much?
To think that Ms. Feldt was
challenged by any of the questions
posed to her would be ridiculous
That woman has
worked her way to the top of an
organization where employees
must hire bodyguards to take their
children to school and whose normal workday is begun by strapping on a bulletproof vest, passing
by the bomb squad and through
triple locked doors to keep out
those so adamantly in favor of
life. Please. To some, it may have
seemed disrespectful that Ms.
Feldt cut off the recitation of personal grievances, but maybe she
feels just as strongly as you do
about the issue and has done
something productive with her
Was she arrogant? I
passion.
don't think so. Terrified? I would

be in the hands of the people who
stepped up to the microphone at
the Forum. Terrified that medical
professionals are being compared
to Hitler, a man who stripped millions of their fundamental human
Planned Parenthood'
rights.
entire purpose is to empower people to embrace their rights to
whatever degree they choose.
How dare you, Ms. Tegtmeier,
use Ms. Feldt's financial and
social status and medical history
against her. Let's open your
checkbook and flip through your
medical chart and see if we agree
with the choices you have made.
Ms. Feldt advocates personal
responsibility which is much
more beneficial to a democratic
culture than name calling and finger pointing.
Outlawing abortion will not
stop it. Outlawing abortion will
throw this country down the "slippery slope" to a totalitarian world
Hitler would have endorsed. May
God bless all of those whose
aunts, sisters, daughters and
mothers die of cervical cancer.
AIDS, stray bullets that catch her
a
Planned
into
walking
Parenthood for her annual pap
smear or a botched abortion she
got in Mexico. The next time I
see a protester outside of Lowry
holding a banner of an aborted
fetus I think I'll join them with a
picture of a dead 13 year old
bludgeoned by the coat hanger
with which she tried to abort her-

bet my liberal 'bleeding heart" on it
I am also terrified. Terrified
because I am beginning to realize
that my reproductive rights might

self.
Planned Parenthood doesn't
harm women, but lack of choice does.

low-inco-

me

pro-lif-

self-flatter- y.

.

.

--

Elizabeth Keller '02
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I would like to thank you for
continuing to publish letters concerning Gloria Feldt's recent
Forum speech. The event was in
itself a welcome education on the
need for political activism in a
democratic culture, and the letters
that have been submitted have
only helped to illustrate and support Ms. Feldt's opinions.
The quotes that Ms. Feldt read
about the state of women's rights,
before the creation of Planned
Parenthood are chilling to me for
One reason is
two reasons.
because I remember reading them
almost a decade ago for a book
report on the biography of the
founder, Margaret Sanger. Back
then I was not able to comprehend
a world in which women were
treated like incubators instead of
the powerful, equal,
people they are. Secondly, Ms.
Feldt's comments in McGaw
Chapel upset me because of the
reality they introduced: I may
have to live that life.
If the Supreme Court of our
is stacked with

self-induc-

Chief Staff Writer
JillTreftz

LauraNesier
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Abortion letters way off base
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Editor: Chris Powers

In spite of the cold temperatures
and rain, 20,000 people took part
in the Race for the Cure at
University Circle in Cleveland on
September 24th. The feeling at the
race was one of joy, not sadness.
The women of Zeta Phi Gamma
discussed our feelings and
thoughts after the race. We talked
about the power of all these people who raised money for such an

important cause. Everyone at the
race was making a difference. We
were just one organization who
raised money out of the 20,000
people who were at the race.
Other groups we saw from The
College of Wooster were the
women's soccer team and Dene
House. Hopefully next year,
besides your donations that
totaled over $2,000, more clubs
and groups will be at the race
from our college. We would like

to thank everyone for their generous contributions. At the race, we
saw the people who need the cure
Hopefully,
you
supported.
because of all the people who
donated here on tampus, faculty
and staff, clubs and sports, there
will be an end to breast cancer in
the near future.
Thank you, Wooster!
--

of Zeta
Phi Gamma

The Women
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parties have unfounded bad reputations

All-camp- us

NaqmlKbesge

moratoria.
A little bird told me that the first
I do applaud the efforts of the
officially sanctioned
parties
on
committee
this
happening
may
be
party
cumstances should not have been
Saturday night just a hall and a to create workable guidelines for such to inspire a cosmetic and
couple of stairs from my room in controlling unhealthy individual
hasty response like the moratori
8th
Bissman's smoke-fre- e
um in the first place. At
section. It's about time.
someleast part of the problem
I realize that there are
any potential intrusive-nes- s
some issues attendant to
parof
with
issues
parties
ties onto dorm residents
e
statistics
such as
who do not wish to parand underage drinking
ticipate in them would
which need to be directly
not have happened if
us
and actively addressed.
hadn't
administration
However, the tendency to
made that first false step
affix blame for those issues
of turning those halls into
on the Greeks who have tra- overflow tanks for sophparbehaviour. However, it is also
ditionally hosted
women.
omores and smoke-fre- e
ties or on the dorm venues in important to realize that the moraStudents should not be penalized
which they have been held is a torium, as well as not addressing
for an administrative screw-udangerous one. Shifting blame for the individual behavior at the
And just to set the record
problems such as alcohol abuse heart of the question, left the
straight: simply because
College with no way to regulate
and sex crimes onto a specific
group, institution or venue is a the parties that do happen. A
choice not to reinstate
remarkably easy way for the campus and College community as a parties in some forum and, face
I have no choice but to live in
it, Mackey Hall, Kittredge Dining
whole to deny its own responsibilArmington. I have no choice but
Room, Lowry Center Ballroom
ity. A moratorium on
to smell alcohol and urine when I
and the Luce
parties in Bissman and Armington
get up in the morning. I have no
should not free the campus as a Room are hardly viable forums
choice but to keep my head down
would have left the College withwhole from addressing these
walking through the halls in
when
issues issues not of location or out any sort of regulatory power
case
of stepping in some
behavsafety
personal
to
to
but
attend
the
student
institution
of
about which they profess to be so unknown, rancid substance. I
ior
have no choice but to walk in
concerned. If the current proposal
Personal behavior is something
zags trying to avoid the broken
is passed and
that does not change with venue,
parties
beer bottles in front of my dorm.
are reinstated, the College regains
although the administration may
I thought, however, that I
that regulatory power.
be able to ignore it when it occurs
not have to put up with
would
The fact also remains that the
and out of their direct
parties adding to the
blame for so many independent
jurisdiction.
trashy atmosphere that I already
students, including the women's
The moratorium on
smoke- - put up with on a daily basis. Like
parties
many other independents
in
s a w
free proBissman,
I
and
did
Armington
best
my
gram of
which I to get out of having to spend a school
am
a year in either of these dorms. To my
great disappointment I was rejectcampus
Resident
ed with little sympathy. I was told
Assistant,
residents
that I could make a difference in
heading
environhoused in the environment of the dorm if I
live.
tried. I was made to feel like it
for
the tradi
tionally was the responsibility of the students to make it a better place.
G
parties were obviousactivities
not only to club and dorms of Bissman and Armington
ly
a
hitch
in this plan of the
section private housing, but to lies squarely on administrative
College's
make it seem like it
to
holes.
watering
area bars and
If shoulders. The administration
was the students who had a choice
assigned smoke-fre- e
the College is serious about influand indein whether we lived in a drunken
encing student behavior and not pendents to those spots in the first
hole. So, not to my surprise, the
place, knowing full well the existsimply reducing its own liability,
College agreed to revoke
ing reputation whether deserved
it will focus on promoting educaparries. I was a tad bit relieved
or otherwise of those dorms.
tional programs such as those
there would be one less
knowing
Telephone calls and pressure
advocated by new Hygeia specialthing
I
would
have to deal with
from parents over the summer
ist Linda Hanna instead of simply
g
should have been no surprise; cir-- while living in Armington.
its wounds with
all-camp-

us

all-camp-

us

,

all-cam-

Personal behavior is
thing that does not change
venue, although the
administration may be able
to ignore it when it occurs
and out of their
direct jurisdiction.

pus

date-rap-
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more Contrary to popular myth,
and the residents of Bissmanup
more
do study, they do clean
after themselves, and they
do care about the

their

no-o-

being

ment in which they

reek

social

-

Gina
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Naomi Kresge is the
of 'The Wooster
Co-Editor-in-C-

Voice

and a future

hief

Hall-of-Fa- me

Resident Assistant in Bissman
HalL

happened in. The funny thing is,
many of the attendants at
parties do not live in the dorm
itself. They do not have to wake
up the next day and walk through
the trashed lounge to get outside,
use the bathrooms where puke and
urine is everywhere, or better yet
school, try and
for our
study in those lounges on Monday
night I like to go out on the weekends, I like to drink, but I do not
like to live in a building mat festers in alcohol, puke and urine. It
is bad enough that partying is
already" more frequent in Bissman
and Armington than in other
dorms.
parties
infringe upon our rights as students to live in a clean and healthy
environment For the price of
attending this college, we should
not have to put up with them.
Gina Serrani is a guest columnist for The Wooster Voice.
all-camp-

However, I have come to understand that the issue of all --campus
parties has come back into the picture. I find it humorous that the
College seemed to wait just long
enough to get independents
moved into dorms like Armington
and Bissman before they began to
bring this issue back up for discussion. When my parents called
housing, in my last desperate
attempt to get out of this dorm, the
College assured them that things
would be different and that the
atmosphere around the dorms
would change. Their biggest
defense was that
parties would be terminated.
But I guess my parents, and I
am sure many others, were lied to.
I hate the idea of
parties, and maybe you would too if
you had to live in the dorm they

top-rat-

all-camp-

us

ed

All-camp- us
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Multi-Purpo-

all-camp-

beer-soak- ed

Now granted, I have not yet
lived through an officially sancparty. However,
tioned
every Saturday night after the
football game the lovely men of
Phi Sigma Alpha fill their section
with celebratory people, and
although the noise outside indicates something is going on, from
in my mild little
the inside
smoke-fre- e
hall, with its slightly
stained carpet and old Peanut
graffiti on its concrete bunker
walls all I can hear is my next-doneighbor's Chicago mix.
I think I can put up with that

Dorm parties deny residents ' rights

us

-

all-camp-

,

pus parties traditionally happen in
Bissman and Armington does not
mean the residents of those dorms
live in a perpetual state of
bliss, either. I do not come
home to my hall on Tuesday or
Wednesday nights to find random
large loaded men passed out in the
stairwell; I have never seen a
piece of furniture, an article of
clothing or a person fly out a winhas ever driven a
dow;
motorcycle down my stairs. (Or
not to my knowledge, anyway, but
since I'm the RA they could of .,
course just be hiding the indoor
motocross races from me.)
Contrary to popular myth, the residents of Bissman do study, they
do clean up after themselves, and
they do care about the environment in which they live.
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Homecoming struggles
JAMFj

M

Forthe first
L
time since dropping me off as a
first year, my parents returned to
Wooster' last weekend
for
Homecoming. We had a fun time,
and it was nice to see my parents
again. But as shallow as it sounds,
I had trouble keeping them entertained. What does Wooster have
to offer? They were content just
spending time with me, but I felt
pressure finding things to do.
As their visit neared, I figured it
wouldn't be difficult It was, after
all. Homecoming Weekend. When
they started talking about a
ble visit during the summer I suggested Homecoming Weekend
instead of Parents Weekend,
because my dad is an alum.
It made sense at the time
Parents Weekend is inherently
lame because the school is
attempting to show parents, particularly first-yeparents, that
they are taking care of their child.
I figured there would be some
d
activities for my
dad, and my mom would get to
see a more realistic picture of
.

j

Tfaiie

votes in question
of Nader
BeccaSiinsqm

The October 3rd presidential
debate was boring. Through all of
Al, Gore's dramatic sighs and
George Bush's incoherent mumbling, it seemed as if a personality
and platform was missing from
the debate. A few days before the
debate I stumbled across the
Ralph Nader campaign rally in
Lowry. Intrigued by the large
number of people in the audience
and the poster board signs that
said things like "Vote your
hopes, not your fears," I
decided to postpone my date
with a carrel in the library in

The sad thing about this dilemma is that it is not isolated to only
my case. Many of the students
present at the Nader campaign
rally voiced concern on this same
issue. At the rally it was argued
that a vote for Nader is not a vote
for Bush, but that a vote for Nader
is a vote for Nader. I admire these
people's optimism and faith in our

admire these people's

optimism and faith in our

order to learn about Nader, the

political system, because no
matter how hard I try, I keep
seeing the glass as half
empty rather than half full.

presidential candidate of
the Green Party.
I have come to realize in
the past few weeks that I
am a political pessimist I
agree with everything that
Ralph Nader and the Green Party
stands 'for. But because of my, for
lack of a better word, hatred for
George W. Bush and his conservative

platform, I am torn between voting for Nader or Gore. My reasoning is this: Nader, as a third party
chance of
candidate, has
have a
does
Gore
election.
the
winning
chance. Wouldn't I rather use my
vote to insure that Bush doesn't
get elected, rather than using it to
potentially help Bush?
little-to-- no

essay that was written by Camilla
Feibelman, the national director
of the Sierra Student Coalition.
Feibelman points out a number of
major issues facing our nation and
the world today, and argues that
the importance of these issues
"have convinced me that casting a
symbolic vote for Ralph Nader is
too risky. This election is just too
close. While she agrees with
Nader's goals, Feibelman knows
that "voting for Nader
could help to put George
W. Bush in the White
House." A leader of the envi-

political system, because no matter how hard I try, I keep seeing the
glass as half empty rather than half full
I still have this hope that someone will come up to me at some
point before election day and give
me a really good reason why my
vote for Nader will not help to put
Bush in the White House. It hasn't
happened yet In fact, quite the
opposite has happened. I have
been greatly discouraged by a
number of things, in particular an

ronmental Sierra Club is discouraging votes for Nader

out of the fear of Bush's
potential reign as president Something is seriously messed up here.
Election day is only
away,
and I am no closer to
weeks
whom my vote will
for
deciding
be cast than I was at the end of the
summer. One could say that I, and
the majority of Nader supporters,
are stuck between a rock and a
hard place. The question is now this:
wiD we have the courage to vote our

hopes on election day, or will we

swallow our instincts and vote
against our fears?
Becca Stinson is the Assistant
Viewpoints Editor of The Wooster
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alumni-relate-

Wooster. Homecoming, in my mind,
is Wooster's opportunity to celebrate
Wooster, reflecting on the past while
also keeping an eye on the future.

My mom wasn't disappointed
in the weekend's activities at all,

and my dad may not have been
terribly disappointed. But I was.
activid
The only
ties seemed to be centered around
the band, and thankfully my dad
was not in the band when he was
here. Any other activities targeted
population. Just
the
glancing at the Homecoming
schedule, we struggled to find
anything that we were allowed to
attend. Essentially, my parents
could have visited any weekend
and seen the same sights.
No, I wasn't going to take my parents to the special Homecoming
Happy Hour: Call me crazy, but
attending Happy Hour and throwing back a few beers with my
parents just lacks appeal.
We weren't invited to the Wine
and Cheese Social Hour at Gault
Alumni Center, because my dad
isn't a band alum (thankfully). I
alumni-relate-

ten-and-un-

der

50-year--

old

wasn't about to introduce my parents
to the heinous seats at Mateer and
watch "Gorillas in the Mist".

Oh, but wait; That was only

maybe my
ter
mom - would enjoy an Alumni
scavenger hunt pumpkin carving
contest or the Chemistry open
house. My parents had fun watching little kids play at the carnival,
but neither one was about to strap
on a pair of boxing gloves and
start sparring.
It seemed that everything else
on the Homecoming schedule was
around the
either centered
younger alumni or for
,

sport-specif- ic

Maybe my dad
would have enjoyed spending time
with his brothers, except the men
of. Kappa Chi were kicked
in 1998. What a shame....
I don't know what I expected
get-togethe-

rs.

off-camp- us

from Homecoming Weekend.
Maybe some cheesy activities that
every other school has. Or maybe
just a little school spirit A real
bonfire (even when we had a bonfire, it was essentially the band
and a couple of athletes standing
around a cigarette lighter), a real
parade (even when we had a
parade it wasn't a real parade,
only a nuisance because traffic on
Beall was shut down and the band
walked down the street), or even a
pep rally of some sort.
I did realize one thing this
weekend: everything was centered around the band alumni
'because those are the alumni who
had school spirit and cared about
Homecoming when they were
here, and thus, as alumni they still
care. To the rest of us, IkTmecorrung is
just another weekend
We could, at least for one week-

end, pretend we had school spirit
Make Homecoming a big deal.
Get organizations to become involved
in lk)rrecorrung activities that portray
Wooster in a positive light
The carnival is nice, a step in
the right direction. But as soon as

the. football game was over,
Wooster took on the appearance

weekend, not
Homecoming. And that's sad.
Shouldn't Homecoming be a time
to celebrate Wooster?
Maybe we just don't have that
much to celebrate.

of any other

James Allardice is the despondent
of The
Wooster Voice. Even though he
denies it. he loves the band.
Co-Editor-in-C-

hief
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Molly McKinney

Every "body" needs some lovin '

Images in shadows

Body image is at the forefront of current American society. From the
playgrounds of elementary schools to college campuses to the sound-stagof Hollywood, issues of weight and physical beauty prevail in
conversation and daily thought Young girls, some as young as ten and eleven, are worried about being "too
fat" and are already going on diets and watching their weight Cases of bulimia and anorexia surface daily in
stars
high schools and on college campuses across the country. Daily images of supermodels, of super-thi- n
televisions,
our
flood
and
episode
the
by
smaller
get
like Courtney Cox and Calista Flockhart, who seem to
woman want to be thinner. Males, too, are
somehow possess the ability to make an
affected by body issues, sometimes so desperate to gain muscle that they look to supplements, such as
Creatine, which can in some cases be harmful to the body.
In an attempt to deal with these issues, Features has devoted this entire section to body image. Below are
a number of compiled facts about body image, as well as opinions from the Wboster community. In the fol
lowing pages, we continue to address these issues, as well as different nutritional programs readily available
to Wboster students.
In conjunction with this issue, we will be running a study on a specific breast enhancement program. Using
three test cases, the program will run for two to three months. We will bring you updates, as well as the final
results sometime next semester, so watch for further "developments."
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The average woman is 5'4", 144 lbs. and wears between a size 12 and 14. She has a 37" bust a 29"
waist and 40" hips.
A mannequin is 6', a size 6. She has a 34" bust a 23" waist and 34" hips. If shop mannequins were
real women, they would be too thin to menstruate.
If a Barbie doll were a real woman, she would be 72" with a 40" bust a 22" waist and 36" hips. Her
neck would be twice the length of a norma human neck.
60 of American women wear a size 12 or larger.
.
Marilyn Monroe wore a size 14.
One out of every four college aged women has an eating disorder.
A psychological study in 1995 found that three minutes spent looking at models in a fashion maga
zine caused 70 of women to feel depressed, guilty and shameful.
Models twenty years ago weighed 8 less than the average woman; today they weigh 23 less.
80 of
American girls diet
More than five million Americans suffer from eating disorders. 90 of those afflicted with eating
disorders are adolescent and young adult women.
The number one magic wish for young girls ages
is to be thinner.
10-year--

.
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These shadows, taken against a grassy background,
demonstrate the issue of body image through forms. The
shadows are disproportionate to the subjects. This section
is devoted to body image, a very important and timely
issue in today's society.
.

Thank you to all those who
donated blood on Tuesday.
The Men ofXi Chi Psi

17

.

Facts compiled by Erin Mccann from the following sites:
www.about-face.or- g
www.nowfoundation.com
www.feministorg
www.positivebodyimage.com

photo by Amelia Kays
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What the females have to say
With a constant barrage of
beauty images presented to
women, from Vogue to MTV to
peers, it's safe to say that the
female population
of the
College has body concerns.
Although some of us feel ugly
when we look in the mirror
after watching shows like "Sex
in the City," women do feel
empowered with exercise and
good diet, and some have
learned the hard way that
ridiculous diets don't make you
beautiful; intelligence and self
confidence do. Here are some
relevent questions addressed to
women in particular.
Q. When do you feel good
about your body?
-- :

.

"In the dark"
."After I work out and then put
on an outfit that I know looks
good."
Q. Where do your body ideals
come from?
"My mom."
"Comments from the opposite
sex sex partners."
"Social expectations, like being
slim yet curvaceous, trim yet muscular."
Q. When did you Erst diet?
"Age eight"
"Around 13, the first big body
change makes you
Q. What makes you feel bad
about your body? "When you look at some
"Vogue" magazine, and you
.

.

.

--

.

:

self-consciou-

s."

know she's airbrushed, but
you still think, I don't look

like that."

:

"My skinny roommate who
wants to lose more weight" Q. How often do you compare yourself to others daily?
"All the time."
"I don't compare myself to
other people much."
"Probably all the time, subconsciously."
Q. WLat do you Lke about

yourself?

.

'Tve come to terms with my
"

small breast size."
"I have a nice ass! I like it"
"I have ugly days' once in
awhile, but overall, I love my
body."

9
It's not just a girl thing; Woo men talk about body image
Derek Somogy

ri

Staff Writer

Since Wooster is known to be
so politically correct, it would be
unjust and insensitive to address
only women's concern's in this'
"Love Your Body" section of this
edition of The Voice. So, the
question is, do guys love their
bodies? Of course we do. It all
boils down to the fact that a
man's body is somehow linked
to, if not responsible for, all the
adventures that make life interesting.
Central to the notion of being
aware of one's body is health.
Obvious as it is, a state of good
general health has far reaching
implications, particularly of mind
and body. Individual personal
motivation aside, the ultimate
desire for healthiness stems from
an aversion to mediocrity. After
all, who wouldn't like to be faster,
leaner or smarter?
The physical potential of a

I

?1

1

health, like healthy lungs and
heart rather than body image.
Yes, I often compare
myself to other men. I want to
have a healthy body and I do get
concerned, but it's. when I don't
feel healthy or in shape.
I've always had a really
high metabolism so I've never
really had to exercise.
Q: Do you care what others
think, male or femalele
Not males.
I care a little bit what
women think, but I'm more concerned with how I feel about
myself.
I guess everybody cares
because your friends look at you
and stereotype you by the way
you look. But I'm pretty confident
about myself so I don't really care
what others think.
I am who I am.
Q: What body part are you
most uncomfortable with?
Gut. (slapping gut)

1

v

photo by Amelia Kays
Many Wooster males spend seven days a week in the PEC.
healthy man is amazing. To see
this, simply consider the Wooster
students who run marathons, race
bicycles or play football. The
confidence gained by successfully
accomplishing such physical feats
gives the motivation to reach further than we normally might.
The Voice asked Wooster males
what they thought of their bodies

d
questions.
and body
Here's what they had to say:
Q: Are you concerned with
the way your body looks?
I'm worried that I'm not
in as good of shape as I could be.
I don't work out as much
.'
as I used to or would like to, and I
would like to be more defined.
I'm more concerned with internal
image-relate-

.

'

I'd say my abs.
There's nothing about

my body that I don't like.
My fingers. I have really
small fingers and I'm really
self-conscio-

about them.

I'm not really

uncom-

fortable with any part of my body.'
Legs maybe. I would like my legs
to be more muscular and stronger
since my injury. But I aim more
for total body fitness.
Chicken legs. They were
just pointed out to me.
Q: Have you ever been on a
diet or nutritional plan to lose
or gain weight?
Yeah, I cut back on fried
food and stuff.
Does it look like I have?
Maybe just a lifting program to increase protein intake.
Yeah. I smoke and I eat
fat. What else can I say?
I

bad.

I

run more when

feel

I

don't worry as much about

eating.
When you can't work
out, even if you don't look bad,
you feel bad. It affects your whole
--

mental psyche.

Hygeia clears up myths about eating disorders
Erica Barnhill

sleep-depriv-ed

Sports Editor

The term "eating disorder" usually brings to mind images of
skeletal girls hunched over toilets,
the victims of anorexia andor
bulimia. And while it is true that
these diseases do pose a risk for
college students, what is often
overlooked is what Nurse Nancy
Anderson, director of the Student
Health Center, terms "disordered
eating."
Disordered eating, she said,
runs the gamut from severe
anorexia and bulimia to overeating, not eating balanced meals or
simply having an unhealthy attitude toward food. Disordered eating is particularly easy to fall into
in college because of the odd
hours students keep and because
of the plethora of unhealthy foods
around them.
Especially in this country,
Anderson said, "we have gotten
away from eating nutritiously on a
consistent basis." This departure.

augmented by the stressful,
lives of many college
students, can lay the groundwork for the development of
disordered eating habits. '
But what if disordered eating
gets out of hand and turns into
something serious?. When students are treated for eating disorders, both their physical'and mental health is taken into consideration.
Students going to Hygeia for
help with an eating disorder are
evaluated by ' medical staff to
determine if they require immediate medical attention. In some
severe cases, students are referred
to Wooster Community "Hospital
for physical treatment before their
are
needs
psychological
addressed.
However, counseling and psychological support is an essential
component of treating eating disorders, as well. Because eating
disorders are often symptoms of
other, deeper problems creating a
healthier approach toward food is

.

not the sole focus of the counseling support for other problems in
a victim's life is taken into consideration as well.
The College relies not only on
the counselors on staff in Hygeia,
but also on two counselors in the
community
Jane Fink and Deb
Esty who specialize in treating
eating disorders and take on students as patients on a fee basis.
The College staff also occasionally refers cases to the dietician at
Wooster Hospital for further treatment.
However, you don't have to be
suffering from an eating disorder
to get help from the staff at
Hygeia; counselors are also available to discuss student concerns
about weight loss, healthy eating,
positive body image and develop- ing a healthy attitude toward food.
Anderson stressed the importance of developing healthy eating
habits, noting that "eating well on
a regular basis is probably one of
the healthiest things we can do for
ourselves."
, . . .
,
.

Other Resources:
Hygeia will hold a focus group to disucuss student views on the
health center on Thurs. October 19 from 5 p.m. Refreshments
will be provided.
"Do you have an eating disorder?" quiz from the Center for
Eating Disorders (http:www.eaungdisonfcr.orgdoyouqz.htm)
"What if someone you care about has an eating disorder?" quiz
from Center for Eating Disorders
(http:www.eaungdisOTdCT.orgdcessome.htm)
Eating DisordersMirror, Mirror general resource page for links
to info about eating disorders
4--

'.

.

(httpywww.rmrror-mirror.orgeatdis.ht-
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Looking for a lob?

Need some spending money?
'

us

Apply to be a Box Office Assistant!
Applications can be filled out at Student
Employment
Call Molly at x6219 for details.

Weight Watchers offers success
Molly McKjnney

Features Editor

Eating just isn't what it used to
be. In this day and age of Super-SizeBiggie-SizeJumbo,
drive-thrcarry-oand lunches
in less than five minutes, it is hard
to enjoy a meal at a normal pace, '
or in a normal portion. The
Freshman Fifteen is now the
Twenty-Fivand
Freshman
although Kitt is now the "no-frzone, there is still plenty to eat at
Wooster. If you are one of those
people who is tired of how you
look, or how you feel, or of fad
diets, there may be hope for you
in a place you may not have considered before. That place is
Weight Watchers.
Weight Watchers was founded
in 1963 by Jean Nidetch, who
began inviting friends into her
Queens, N.Y. home once a week
to discuss how best to lose weight
In the past 37 years, the program
has grown to over one million
members in 29 different countries
at over 29,000 weekly meetings.
An estimated 29 million people,
men and women, have lost weight
on the Weight Watchers program.
The Weight Watchers program
is not one of those "eat our food
until you can finally learn to
cook" or "two shakes a day and
one meal" kind of program. With
a staff of dieticians and doctors,
Weight Watchers combines a
healthy eating plan with exercise,
a combination proven essential
for weight loss. More than a diet.
Weight Watchers is a change in
lifestyle.
Many changes in the program
have taken place during its 37
year in existence. Members of the
.'" past used to count breads and
fruits, count calories or do a combination of both. A few years ago.
Weight Watchers began a new
Success."
program called
The program revolves around a
combination of healthy eating
habits using a "point" system,
exercise, and daily recording of
food intake.
Here's how the program works:
members get a booklet that contains the "point" value of all
foods. Points are given to foods
d,

d,

u,

ut

e,

y"

"1-2- -3

'

:7 T7cishi Watchers
For Information: Call
Or go to www.wei5htwatchers.com
1-CC0-65-

1-6C:3

Meetings in YVocster:
Church, 1563 Eeall Ave.
Mennonite
Wooster
n
(weigh-ibegins at 9:15)
10 a.m.
5:30 pan. (weigh-i- n begins at 4:45)
6:30 pan. (weigh-i- n begins at 5:45)
by calories and fat grams, in the
food. For example, most vegetables are 0 points, while a slice of
cheese pizza is 9 points. Then,
according to current weight, a certain daily point range is deter- mined. If a person stays in that
range, he or she will iose weight
Daily journals are also provided,
and members are encouraged to
write down every single piece of
food that they put in their mouths.
At least eight glasses of water a
day are recommended on the program, and exercise is highly
encouraged. For each 20 minutes
of exercise, a point is taken away
for the day, showing how many
calories you can burn doing any
physical activity.
An important feature of the program are the weekly meetings.
Held anywhere from Weight
Watchers centers to churches to
school gymnasiums, the meetings
are run by employees of Weight
Watchers Inc., many of whom
' have found success in the program. The weigh-i- n is the first
step, where the weight is measured and recorded. Each week,
weight loss or gain is also recorded in the membership booklet At
the scale, the member receives
their journal for the next week as
well as a card with tips on one
side and a recipe on the other.
The meetings are usually led by
Lifetime members of the program,
those who have reached their goal
weight and have maintained that
weight for a certain amount of
time. Lasting anywhere from fifteen minutes to an hour, meetings
combine the "lesson" of the week
with jgroup conversation and par

--

ticipation. For example, if the
meeting falls on the week of
Memorial Day, the lesson may be
about how to eat well at a picnic
and stay in the "points" range
while enjoying yourself, and
include recipes for. different picnic
v
foods.
Weight Watchers meetings
function in a few different ways.
They provide recipes and tips for
healthy eating. They keep members "in check" by performing
Most imporweekly weigh-intantly, the meetings provide a support group, much like Alcoholics
Anonymous, that allows a group
of people who are struggling with
the same problem to share their
feelings and ideas.
What many students probably
do not know is that there are
weekly Weight Watchers meetings
just a few blocks from "campus.
Every Thursday at 10 a.m., 5:30
p.m. and 6:30 p.m., Weight
Watchers holds meetings at the
Wooster Mennonite Church, just 3
blocks north on Beall Avenue.
There is a fee, $11 per week for
students, which is not a lot of
money when you are looking for a
way to feel better about yourself.
Some health insurance plans also
pay for part of the cost so be sure
to look into that if interested.
So if you are tired of squeezing
into your jeans, getting winded
just walking to class on the second
floor of Kauke, or feeling like you
need to change your eating habits,
walk up to the Mennonite church
next Thursday- and check out the
Weight Watchers meeting. They will
s.

.

-

welcome you, and you may finally
find a way to change your life.
is i 1 1
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Body
LIFE
Bill Phillips
and Michael D'Orso

.

Bill Phillips developed the "Body for life " program.

Try on
Leila Atassi

a Body for Life

Features Editor .

For me, this summer was one of
transitions, from searching for
internships to leaving behind
worn out relationships. However,
no decision has had such a pro- found effect on my body, energy
and enthusiasm as choosing to
commit myself to the Body
Program. Constructed by Bill
Phillips, founder and editor in
chief of Muscle Media magazine
and the creator of EAS
Applied
and
(Experimental
is a 12
Life
For
Sciences), Body
week program devised to allow
you to both utilize your hidden
energy reserves and finally attain
your fitness goals.
The program was created for
those who have always striven for
physique, but
a lean,
have spent hours in the weight
room and on treadmills in vain.
Bill Phillips demonstrates the
importance and effectiveness of
weightlifting when done properly,
and complements his workouts
meals and
with
shakes.
protein
convenient
Phillips's logical suggestions for
proper nutrition and working out
make such perfect sense, he will
have you wondering why you
never thought of them before.- The workouts run' on a six day
schedule, alternating weight lifting and cardio. Upper body and
lower body workouts alternate as
well, giving the opportunity for
the muscles in each group to
restore themselves between workouts. All of the workouts are con- For-Lif-

well-defin-

well-balanc-

cise and high intensity, including
the cardio segments, as Body For
Life emphasizes efficiency, rather
workthan the long, drawn-oouts to which most fitness buffs
subject themselves, which can be
more damaging than beneficial to
muscles and joints.
Nutritionally,
the program
emphasizes the importance of eating frequently and in proper portions. Phillips recommends six
small meals a day, each consisting
of a portion of protein, a portion
of carbohydrates and of course,
vegetables and plenty of water.
ut

--

e

If the program seems to require
quite a bit of discipline and organization to complete, you'll be relieved to
know that the discipline only applies
six days a week. Once a week, on
the day of your choice, all workouts are thrown out the window
and you are free to hit the Java
Hut for a midmorning danish or
eat Lowry's Saturday Papa
John's. This free day prevents
your body from reaching a fitness
plateau, and also keeps you from
losing your mind in your oatmeal.
By following the Body For Life

ed

:

ed

guidelines, you will feel yourself transforming into a high energy, body

;

.

building machine, utilizing your
time in the weight room more
efficiently and wisely and with
more determination because the
results will be evident The free
day along with your newly found
energy will keep your will power
in check, and will inspire you to
continue even after the 12 weeks
have ended. Bill Phillips's book,
"Body For Life" is available in
the Wilson Bookstore.
j' l c. c --) i ; V '. if?
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Detroit is known as the Motor
City, but it wasn't the Motown
sound I was seeking when three
friends and I headed up there last
weekend. Oh, we were going to
hear some music, just not that
,
kind.
Last Saturday night. Pearl Jam
played a concert '
at The Palace of
Auburn ... Hills,
.

between songs, either, correctly
assuming that the crowd paid to
hear songs rather than lead singer
Eddie Vedder's take on the finer
aspects of life.
Of the 25 or so songs they
played, I know the names of
maybe ten. But the beauty of
Pearl Jam is the familiarity of
their music
except some of the
stuff off their new album. So I

They then played a couple new
n
songs and then the
"I Got Id," a song that got some
radio airplay a few years ago but
isn't found on any of their full
albums. They followed that up
with one of the most surprising
moves of the night: their mega-h- it
"Jeremy," I was surprised to hear
this song because I had heard that
they
don't
play it often.
Well,
so
much for that
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the
venue was (the
more I thought
about it, who
really wants to
be in downtown
anyDetroit
way?), but I
was ;not surprised at how
much the concert rocked.
It began about
7:30 p.m., when
opening band
Supergrass took
the stage. I had
never heard of
Supergrass until
after their first
song when the
lead singer said,,
"Hi,
we're

geiiaary

sweet.

.

just north of
Detroit I was
surprised how
far away from

Editor: David Powell
1

Pearl Jam's surprising set satisfies
Chris Powers
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which was
popular last

year.
E v
though I did
know
not
most of these
songs, everyelse
body
around me
did as they
'
PHOTO COURTESY OF PEARL JAM'S "VS."
belted out the
lyrics along
The Detriot concert included the songs "Go " and "Elderly
the
with
Woman Behind the Counter in a Small Town, " off Pearl Jam 's
band. This
"VS. " album from which this photo was taken.
made me feel
like I wasn't
Supergrass.",i
quite the aficionado I thought I
They were able to hold my interwas definitely pleased to hear
was going in. But I got over it
est by playing a pretty decent set
them open with "Go" and
because the songs were still good.
"Corduroy," two songs I actually
of alternative-soundin- g
music,
Since we were sitting behind
but hardly anybody else was there
know.'.
the stage, we didn't get many
to hear it It wasn't until they left
The older stuff continued with
songs played to us throughout
version of "Elderly
the stage about 45 minutes later
k
a
most of the show. Vedder made up
a
in
Counter
that the crowd really began to fill
Woman Behind the
for
that by singing the last song almost
,in.
it
picked
they
Town,"
but
:v
Small
exclusively toward the rear of the
right back up again with a kkk-as- s
And I reckon they are glad they
stage and flinging his tambourine
did. Right from the opening
version of "Even Flow," durup our way in the middle. That
Mike
guitarist
"Go," Pearl Jam went and didn't
ing which
was pretty cool.
stop until about two and a half
McCready wowed the crowd with
In the end, everybody got what
solo.
Without
hours had passed. .'.
an extended guitar
came for, a rocking set of
they
catch
In between, they played a selectheir
to
stopping
even
songs that most everybody knew
tion of hits from all their albums,
breath they went right into
or in my case, a rocking set of
from their debut "Ten" to
"Better Man" which in turn went
songs that everybody else .knew.
right to a new song. I don't know
recent effort, "Binaural."
Either way, it still rocked.
They didn't take much time to b.s.
what it was called, but it was
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Vritcr's Lecture
.

June Thomson
itResearching

the Biography of
Sherlock Holmes
October 17
7:30 p.m.

Thomson is the author of over 20 detective novels
and is known for her character Inspector Rudd.
Tuesday she will speak about her most recent
book Holmes and Watson:
A Study in Friendship," -

Cleveland's Dechant at Underground
A&E Editor

Honored Cleveland performer
Anne E. DeChant will be playing
the Underground this Saturday
night DeChant has been recognized as a quality local and
folk
artist
regional
throughout the 90s.
"I'm excited about
playing college gigs; at
every school there is a
segment of students who
really want to listen to the
lyrics," DeChant said.
DeChant's music has a modern
folk feel based in a blend of
acoustic melodies and vocals.
The. music is upbeat with an
appropriate, moderate pace containing an overall positive presence which lures one to listen to
her message without being corny
enough to invoke a swaying
stance.
"I write music about people and
how .we are connected," DeChant
said. Her songs tell stories about
different people, from Vietnam

azine and "Scene" magazine haye
both repeatedly recognized the
vocal and songwriting talents displayed in her folkacoustic act
Most recently, in February,
Cleveland's "Free Tunes" magazine named her the best vocalist
in the region.
DeChant was first
noticed as the front
of the band Odd Girl
Out. During the
band's existence it
opened for Sheryl
Sarah
Crow,
Stills,
Stephen
McLachlan,
America, Melissa Etheridge and
Paula Poundstone.
Starting in 1997 with the
release of "Effort of the Spin,"
DeChant launched her solo
album
career. Her follow-u- p
"Something of the Soul" was
released earlier this year and has
sold more than 2,000 copies.
According to a promotional
packet from, the G.G. Greg
Agency, her newest album has a
"more electric and edgy sound."
However, the album sounds like it
remains . predominantly acoustic
folk. The album is added to by

.

"

is closer to a folksier Sarah

McLachlan.

.

"

.

Beginning Friday

the element of feminism often
undeservedly stereotyped with
Litith Fair acts.
"A Cleveland reporter described
my music well saying it's
'Muscular-soundin- g
pop folk lyrically it's folk, melodically it's pop
and the instrumental is muscular,"
DeChant said.
DeChant says her musical influences include the vocals of Olivia
Newton-Joh- n
and the lyrics of
John. Mellencamp and John
Denver.
Cleveland's "Free Tunes" mag- --
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Cinemark
Movies 10
What Lies Beneath (PG-1Almost Famous (R)
The Exorsist (Rerelased) (R)
Remember the Titans (PG)
'
Lost Souls (R)
Legends:
Urban
The Final Cut (R)
Digimon (PG)
Meet the Parents (PG-1Get Carter (R)
The Contender (JR.)
The Ladies Man (R) 3)

3)

(1:20)4:05, 6:50, 9:45
(1:25) 4:15,6:55, 9:40
(1:10)4:10,7:05,9:50
(1:55) 4:55,7:30, 10:10
(1:45)4:35,7:35, 10:05
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famous vocalists.
On April 24, DeChant joined
artists such as Julie Andrews and
NSYNC at the 125th annual
Easter at the White House. Over
40,000 people attended the event
on the White House lawn.
Her show at the Underground is
sponsored by SAB and will be
from 10 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
Saturday night The cost is only
$.75.

DeChant was the national
out of 15 finalists.
In 1999, DeChant played at the
Lilith Fair stop at Blossom Music
Center in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.
The tour included acts Sheryl
Crow and Sarah McLachlan
DeChant was
among ' others.
the relatively
within
that
pleased
short 20 minute set, they sold 42
cassettes, even among the competition of avaliable CDs of more .
tion.
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Anne E. DeChant will be performing at the Underground this
Saturday night from 10 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

Award in 1996.
The song "Rattle" from the
album is featured on a CD from
Fresh Tracks compiled of singles
from finalists in a national Lucky
competi-- .
Strikes
Band-to-Ba-

--

f

former bandmate Victoria
Fliegel's songwriting. Fliegel
was presented "Billboard"
Songwriter's
magazine's

(1:30)4:40,7:20
(1:35) 4:45,7:15, 10:00
(1:40)4:20,7:10,9:35
(1:00)4:00,7:00,9:55
(1:50)4:30,7:45, 10:15

345-87- 55
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David Powell

veterans to unwed mothers.
The style is reminiscent of
Litith Fair type artists, with a feminine dominance of the music.
Her music is less rocky and
demanding than Sheryl Crow's
and is closer to a folksier Sarah
McLachlan. It also seems to lack
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Scots fumble against Wabash
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postfromWooNT66ond3football.com,
resnondinc a post from WooMan that said
the Scot football team was lucky to be 4---

1.

quarterback Justin Abraham '01 to
Chris Cabot '02. However, the celebration that ensued in the endzone
resulted in a unsportsmanlike conduct
penalty, and Joe Zombek '01 missed
extra point
the

Early in the second quarter the
Scots wasted a scoring opportunity, as Abraham threw an interception on second and goal from the
d
line. Instead of having
a chance to pull away from the
Little Giants, the Scots gave them
new life, and Wabash went on to
score 17 unanswered points.
Both defenses held the opposing offenses in check until the
midway point of the second quarter, when Wabash kicker Todd
Bower cut the Scot lead in half
field goal.
with a
The Little Giants gained
momentum heading into the half,
scoring a touchdown with just
touch1:19 left on a three-yar- d
down run from Korey Mauck.
Wooster hurt themselves throughout the first half, most notably on the
final drive of the half, with penalties.
Two of the Scots' seven first half penal22-ya- rd

P.E.C.,

you to i::y size 12.

Wooster did get on the board
first, midway through the first
pass from
quarter with a

nine-yar-

fd by Staff Writer Josh Pantesco

tyiilutf!

5;

28-ya- rd

'

4

20-1-

r

33-ya- rd

1

,
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Wabash to win. . The Scots were
flagged 11 times for 119 yards,
allowed nine sacks, only rushed for 21
yards on 37 attempts and had two cost"
ly turnovers.
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There are things that can't be
discerned reading the box score.
In the box scores, the Scots roared
to a 0 start this season. In reality, they stumbled past four teams
with, in most cases, vastly inferior
talent And so, Saturday's
Homecoming game against new
NCAC foe Wabash proved to be
the first real test of the Mike
Schmitz era. And the Scots failed.
But, again, in the box score it
wasn't as bad as it was in person.
the
The final score was
the
Scots actually
1
and had
Little Giants
more first downs than Wabash.
Hidden in the depths of the box
score are the statistics that allowed

i

ties kept the final Little Giant drive
alive and allowed Wabash to take a 10-- 6

halftime lead.
The Little Giant momentum
carried into the second half, as

PHOTO BY JAMES ALLARDICE
Seth

Duerr '01 and Ryan Beeler '01 celebrate after a key stop.

they added to their lead early in
the third quarter with another
short touchdown run from Mauck.
The freshman Mauck ran for 123
yards and two touchdowns, surprising considering Wabash is
known for their aerial attack.
However, Wooster's defense was
able to limit the Little Giant quar8
terback Jake Knott to just
passing for 100 yards but was
unable to contain Mauck.
The Scot offense struggled to
ain any sort of momentum
nine-of-2-

throughout the entire third quarter,
only cutting into the Wabash lead with
field goal from Zombek with
a
5:56 rernaining in the third quarter.
25-ya- rd

Schmitz attempted to jumps tart
a stagnant offense by pulling
Abraham and inserting Jeff
Spraggins '03. His first drive
resulted in a touchdown, as
Spraggins marched the Scots
on seven plays, culminating
in a touchdown pass to
Tim Conklin "01. With the score
41-yar-

H-ba-

ds

ck

1 7--1 5, the Scots went for the two point
conversion, but Spraggins' pass was
knocked away in Die end zone.

But minutes later, surprisingly,
it was Wabash's rushing attack
that led them to another score, as
Mauck busted loose for a rd
gain before being brought down at
line. The
the Wooster seven-yar- d
Scot defense was able to keep
Wabash out of the end zone and in
fact push them back to the
line, but Bower connected on a
field goal to extend the
Little Giant lead to five.
The Scots were unable to mount any
sort of offensive attack for the remainder of the game, and the Scots suffered
their first toss of the season. Life doesn't get any easier for the Scots, this
week, as they travel to Springfield to
take on Wittenberg, a team ranked
fifth nationally.
56-ya-

25-ya- rd

42-ya- rd

Unless Wooster can muster
some consistency on offense
which they have been unable to do
Saturday's
for most of the year
contest could be
one-side-

d.

offense
Wittenberg's
could keep the Scot defense on the
field for much of the afternoon if
Schmitz's offense does not prove
ball-contr- ol

to be more effective.
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Scots looking good Volleyball holds fast over .500
Sarah Strickler
Staff Writer
Conference play continued for
the Scot volleyball team on Sept
28 when they met Denison
Timken
in
University
Scots
Although
the
Gymnasium.
last
Denison
against
prevailed
year, their hopes for a repeat vie- -,
tory were dashed when the Big Red
took the match in four games with a
15-- 2 and 15-score of 15-Beth Moore '03 led the team in
assists, posting 23. Holli Camelio
'02 added 20 more assists, and she
also scored a team high 13 kills.
Erin Donnell '03 provided 12 kills
along with 19 digs for the Scots.
Also, Shelley Brown 02 contributed 1 1 kills and teammate Jen
Petkovsek '02 gave 11 digs.
Matches continued over the fall
break weekend for the Wooster
team. On Saturday, they hosted
teams Ursuline
College and Notre Dame College.
Although Donnell was sidelined due to a twisted ankle before
the first match began, the Scots
15-15-rallied to an easy 15-win over Ursuline.
Camelio had another big game
for the Scots, racking up a count
of 11 kills and 12 assists. Moore
added 14 assists and 8 digs, and
Petkovsek provided three solo
blocks to the Wooster effort
The next match pitted the Scots
against Notre Dame. College.
Again, the Scots won handily In
15-three games, 15-Wooster
had
Notre Dame

i

9,

.--
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Photo By Amelia Kays
Beth Hemminger '03 challenges the Wittenberg goal keeper.

Erica Barnhill
Sports Editor
For all those who say the
defense never gets any credit, read
on: credit ensues.
In what were two of the
women's soccer team's biggest
games this season, the defense has
excelled, allowing only two of a
combined 31 shots in the
Wittenberg and Denison games to
be converted into goals.
Though the Scots split the
games, the winloss column rarely
tells the whole story; such was the
case in Monday's game against
Denison. .
On paper, the Scots were shut
out 0 by the Big Red, now the
third ranked team in the country in
Division HL Open and shut, right?
Not so fast Not only did the
Scot defense give up only one paltry goal to a Denison offense that has
--

1--

9-- 0
and 100 shutouts
recorded 6-Nicole Roman
Goalie
but
season,
this
number
the
up
'03 racked
19
in
history
school
in
saves
of
the process.
0,

third-highe- st

The defense shone in last
Saturday's homecoming game
against NCAC rival Wittenberg as
well. Despite eventually recording
a 1 victory on the heels of coals
hv I jtalvnd Pazderak '01 and Beth
Hemminger '03, the Scots played
back on their heels in the first
half, spending considerable time
2--

non-conferen-

on their end of the field. Despite
letting the goal slip past, the
Wooster defense kept the pressure
on and set up the offensive surge
mat allowed the Scots to take control of the game in the second
period. Goalie Adrienne Walts '03
highlighted Wooster's defensive
efto lor the day, recording 10 saves.
In yesterday's game at Hiram,
Wooster shut out the Terriers
Jennifer Bongiovanni '03 and
Caitlin Lustic '04 both scored
their first collegiate goals in the contest, and Pazderak added another goal
to round out Wooster's scoring.
non-conferen-

11-1-

9,

8--

15-1-

16-1- 4.

st

me

9-- 9,

ce

9,

5,

9,

11--

11

15-1- 1.

16-1- 4.

10-1-

15-1- 1,

6,

5,

7,

3-- 0.

The Scots went one up, one
down in their two
contests, which bookended Fall
Break. In what was their last
match before break on Sept. 28,
Wooster struggled to convert
shots into goals and lost to Walsh
despite outshooting
College
Pazderak
their opponents 14-had the Scots lone goal.
The time off was apparently
beneficial, as the Scots returned to
action by shutting out Case
Western Reserve 0 on October
4. Roman had four saves en route
to what was her fourth shutout of
the year, and Emily Cole '01 and
Hemminger contributed the goals
for the Scots.
Wooster returns to NCAC
action at home against Kenyon
this Saturday at 1 p.m.

11-1-

tie in the
1
clinched in an
third game, but the Scots dominated four straight points and settled
the match.
Wooster's final of five home
matches took place on Oct 4. The
Scots fell to Otterbein College in
four games with a score of 15-As the
and
5
score attests, the match was tight
with an even score of 8 in the
second game before an Otterbein
4
victory, and a score of
game
final
(Otterbein lead) in the
before "the Fighting Cardinals
finally took the match
Brown had a stellar night for the
Scots, leading the team with 9
kills, 5 blocks and 3 service aces.
Petkovsek tied Brown's block and
service ace totals, and added a
team-be16 digs..
homesland
After the five-gaand a record evened at
Wooster tipped the scales in their
favor with two conference wins
on Oct 7. Traveling to Hiram to
face the hosting team and
Earlham, the Scots walked away
with a new record of 9 and an
NCAC record of
.
Against Earlham, team highs
were recorded by Donnell with 22
kills, Camelio with 27 assists and
Petkovsek with 15 digs. Donnell
also contributed 12 digs, Brown
gave 13, and Camelio added
seven. Moore also provided 19
assists as the Scots claimed a vicand
tory of
15-- 3
against the Quakers.
Wooster closed out the day with
3-- 3.

--

15-1- 3,

8-1-

15-1- 3,

5,

an easy win over the hosting
15-Hiram squad. In their 15-win, Camelio and Donnell
0
each posted six kills, Moore had
17 assists, and Petkovsek led the
team in digs with 17.
Last night the Scots traveled to
Case Western Reserve University,
where they lost a close match in 5
games. The Scots took the first
and the third game
6
game
15-- 8
before CWRU tied the match
at 2 games apiece. Case claimed
victory by winning the
Donnell, who was
ing game 15-named NCAC player of the week
last week, expressed disappointment in the Scot loss.
were
inconsistent"
"We
Donnell said. "We played well,
but had trouble making everything work together. We were
more talented, but they had a
strong player that just killed us."
Donnell has proven to be a
highlight for the Scots' season.
She was named NCAC athlete of
the week this week for her performances last Saturday, which
totaled 31 kills, 28 digs, 5 service
aces, and 3 blocks.
She is enthusiastic about the
improvements that the team has
made since last year. "We're getting along a lot better than we did
last year, and we're a lot more supportive of each other."
The Scots now stand at 0
and their next match is slated for 1
p.m. on Saturday, when they will
face the CoUege of West Virginia
in Timken Gymnasium.
5,

0,

15-1-

'

18-1-

--

tie-bre- ak

9.

11-1-

Donnell dominates in NCAC

ce

JoshPantesco

2-- 1,

6.

2--

--

Staff Writer

Though tired from yesterday's
close loss to Case Western
Erin
Reserve, volleyball-playe- r
Donnell 03 from Dayton, Ohio,
was definitely in high spirits over
her team's success and her personal accomplishments this - year.
Donnell was named NCAC Player
of the Week after her play in conference games in wins against
In the
Hiram and Earlham.
October, seventh match against
Farlham, she notched 22 kills, 14
more than the next Wooster player, as well as 12 digs.

Donnell's clutch performance
helped Wooster beat Earlham 1
evening their conand Hiram
She leads
ference record to
the team in several key statistical
categories from her position on
the front line.
Donnell is part of a key group
of sophomores who have earned
playing time this year and have
helped Wooster to an improved
record. This group could lead
Wooster back to the glory days of
the '70s and '80s, when they had
17 of 18 winning seasons along
with an NCAC championship in
3--

3--

0,

3-- 3.

1984.

The team is on their way to their
team goal of a winning record, as
and
they are currently at
have a very good chance at winning five of the next six games,
getting within the top four in the
conference and gaining home
court advantage.
Donnell says the team is very
supportive and more cohesive
than last year, when they went
If Donnell and the rest of the
team continues to maintain their
current level of play they should
pass the first round in the tournament and gain a lot of deserved
respect from their peers.
11--

10

11-1-

8.
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CC continues strong Men's soccer defeats Denison
confidence. This strong pack that

Rachel Dawson

.n

Staff Writer

has formed is key to our success
throughout the rest of the season," he

Wooster's women's cross country team traveled solo last weekend to North Canton to the Mount
Union Invitational, hosted at
Malone.
The cold weather and sloppy
footing made the times slow for

said.
Before fall break the College of
Wooster's cross country teams
traveled to North Canton to compete against Gannon and the host
school, Walsh University. The
meet was scored differently from
most meets, as the men's and
women's scores were added
together to find an overall team
score.
Wooster won with 67 points,
well ahead of Walsh (96) and
Gannon (104).
(20:18)
and
Tecklenburg
Dawson (20:32) led the women
with second and third place finishes, respectively. A very strong
race was displayed by Herl, who
finished 12th (21:36).
The men raced five kilometers
instead of their usual eight kilometers in this meet Once again,
Brendan Callahan '03 had a
strong showing. Callahan won
the race and set a new course record
of 1635. It marked his third win in

but the women
competition,
stepped up to produce a great
team effort and to place second
with 82 points in a field of nine
schools. Walsh won the invitational with 67 points, and Wooster
was followed by Case Western
Reserve, Geneva, Muskingum,
Westminster, Mount Union, John
Carroll and Notre Dame College.
Rachel Dawson 01 ran 20:05
to place second in the meet Next
for the Scots was Lisa Minich '02
earning' fifteenth place in 20:58.
Packing it up and rounding out the
Sandy
were
seven
top
Tecklenburg '01 in 20th place
(21:12), Devon Herl '03, who finished 23rd (21:23), Holly Welsh
''04 in 25th place (21:26), Barbara
Patrick '03 earning 26th place
(21:27) and Colleen Call '04, who
was 28th (21:35).
Head Coach Dennis Rice commented, "I was very pleased with
the team effort displayed today. It
was an important race for us and
we are going to use it to build our

--

four events mis season.

Rounding out the scoring for
Wooster's men were Marty
Coppola '02 in third (16:54),
Nick Chiorian '01 in fourth
(17:10), Jared Rhode '03 in sevGabe
and
(17:25),
enth
Thompson '03 in ninth (17:27).

WESTMINSTER

Todd Worly

Staff Writer

On Oct 3, the Wooster soccer
team awoke from a recent offensive slump in a big way. Case
Western Reserve just happened to
be the unfortunate victim, as they
were trounced 0 by the host
5--

Scots.

Contrary to what the final score
indicates, Case stayed in the game
through the first half and into the
second, before finally succumbing
to a deadly Scot scoring assault
that saw four balls hit the back of
the net in just 24 minutes.
In the game's 33rd minute, the
scoreless tie was broken when the
Spartans had an own goal, in
which Wooster midfielder Chris
Clyde '04 was credited with the

assist
CWRU was able to hang tough
until 16 minutes into the second
half, when the onslaught began.
Forward Dan Kelly '02 scored the
game's second goal, and forward
Kurds Dilyard '03 followed with
a header thanks to an assist from
forward Colin Berdzar '02.
Midfielder Ryan McManus '03
was next to join in on the attack
with a goal off an assist from
defender Adam Evans '01. A
minute later, the nightmare continued for the Spartans, as Kelly
scored another goal, his ninth of
the season.
Certainly not to be lost in the
impressive offensive output
was the defense, who performed strongly again in pitching a shutout - Goalie Adam
Wegner '01 only had to make
three saves, thanks in part to the
Scots liberal substitutions as a
result of the score.
"The Case game was a total
team victory," midfielder Doug
Dahnke 02 said. They tried to
play possession soccer against us,
but our intimidating,
style was too much for them.
It was definitely nice to get the
offense going again."
On Saturday, the Scots faced
their stiffest test of the season.
Undefeated and number two in the
nation, visiting Ohio Wesley an
d
proved to be a
machine. The Scots
came out fighting, however, as
high-pressu-
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Westminster Presbyterian, worshipping in McGaw Chapel
at The College of Wooster, 10:45 Sunday mornings

(7-4-2,1- -3)

re

Photo By Dan Bartha
Adam Zimmerman '03 goes after the ball against OWU.
Adam Evans '01 opened the scoring less than ten minutes into the
contest But the Bishops showed
why they are so respected, netting
seven unanswered goals, bringing
the final score to
"We came in thinking we had a
chance to compete if we played
well, but they were just too good,"
"After Adam
Dahnke said.
scored, we had a lot of adrenalin
and momentum, but we just
couldn't keep up with them."
7-- 1.

"Right from the get-g-o
it seemed like we were
the womens national
team and they were the

Ecuador women's
national team,"
Zimmerman said.
Wooster took to the streets on
Wednesday for another critical
conference match at Denison.
Knowing that they have to win
their next five games to have a
shot at post season play, the Scots
arrived in Granville on a mission.
dominated
has
Wooster
.Denison in recent years, and the
Scots saw this game as the perfect
opportunity to regain their confidence. And Wooster did just that
by defeating the Big Red 0 last
2--

night
Wooster came out of the locker
room fired up and ready to take
care of business. Chris Clyde '03
said, "Everyone was up and
everyone was working together."
Adam Zimmerman '03 added,
it seemed
"Right from the get-glike we were the womens national
team and they were the Ecuador
womens national team."
Zimmerman also said, "I felt
like it was a David versus
Goliath," with the Scots posing
as David in an environment
Yankee
resembling
more
OH.
Granville,
that
Stadium
Zimmerman commented that
the Big Red didn't seem to take
Wooster seriously at first It
took Denison 20 minutes to get
into the game while Wooster
was firing on all cylinders from
o

the first whistle.
The Scots left the field triumphant and one step closer to
their goal of post season play. It
was another total team effort that
gave Wooster the win.
The Scots will seek another
conference victory this weekend

when they play host to the
Wittenberg Tigers. The Tigers
are currently on a two
game winning streak and look to
challenge Wooster's bid for the
(8-4-- 1,

2-- 2)

postseason.
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NCAC Recognizes
Dawson

Scots are back on track with win streak
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Bemardon scored the only goal
of the game in the first half. That
was all Wooster would need as
they earned their second shutout
in the last three games. "This was
not an easy win; they played us
very close," said Esber.
"We definitely played much
better than the first, time we
played them," concluded White.
Woosters three game winning
;

"

.

streak has been highlighted by strong
defensive play. In the last three games
the Scots have only allowed one goal,
that coming in the closing seconds of a
game that was well in hand. "The team

has been improving with every
game," White said.
Numerous players see the team

ism

m

monyi II n

coming together during this recent
win streak. "We have been playing very well together and as a
team," Esber said. "We are. definitely playing more as a team,
Denison was one of our best
games this year," Boardman said
"
The Scots hope to land a spot in
the A bracket in the Midwest tournament at the end of the season.
This makes the upcoming game
against conference foe Denison a
must-wi"We will not settle for
third place in the conference,"
White said, "We have to beat
Denison to reach this goal."
Wooster will have an opportunity
to avenge their overtime loss to
the Big Red on Oct 18.
;

n.

with fellow senior Sandy
Tecklenburg, who according to
Dawson "beats her a lot," and
Junior Lisa Minich. Last week,
they traveled to Ialone College for
rA

the Mt Union Invitational, where
they were second out of nine teams,
losing only to YMh.h University.
Despite nasty weather, Dawson ran
a 20:05 on the 3.1 mile course
--

and placed second out of 99
women. This place earned her
the NCAC Runner of the Week
honors, as chosen by coaches.
Dawson was a third team
selection last year
after finishing 15th at the
NCAC Championships and
64th at the NCAA Regional
Championships.
all-confere- nce

ti

Field Hockey

Volleyball

Women's Soccer

Crosscountry

Oct. 15 vs. Slippery Rock

Oct. 14 vs. College ofWV
Oct. 17 vs. Geneva

Oct. 14 vs. Kenyon
Oct. 17 vs. Qberlin

Oct. 13

Oct 18 at Denison

c

cross coil- try program well ir.to the
next decuJe.
On-ther. Dawson is one of
the standouts this year, along

Julia Tryder '04 winds up for a shot against Earlham.

Melissa

5--

'.''

I

not settle

6--

D.r.vson is defl;..Jer in this

initely a t.:.r:i

-0

only
Goodwin
needed to make
five saves in goal
to preserve the win. . Wooster
climbed over .500 to 5 with the
victory, improving to 3 in the
conference.
'"';.
The Scots earned perhaps their
biggest win of the season on Oct
11 against rival Ohio Wesleyan.
Wooster prevailed 0 in this hard
fought match.

ry

ter:.--.:na- :es

as a i:i JivLi-Kil- .

4--
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Football

ft

3--

for third place in
the conference, "
said.

5-- 5.

When asked if she was going
for the NCAA
Regional Championships this
year, senior captain Rachel
Dawson from Gibsonia, PA
really couldn't say no. Wait- she responded when asked the
loaded question. "I don't want
to go alone, that's not the point
I want to qualify as a team."
squad
This year's
is very close knit group of runners who are more concerned
with helping and supporting
than scoring
fellow

to. qualify

.

2-- 1.

Staff Writer

I'

'-a-

3-- 1.

Ten minutes later Nicole
Pritchard '04 scored her first collegiate goal after receiving a pass
from White.
The second half saw more of
the same with Miriam Esber '02
scoring on a direct comer from
White to make it a 0 game.
White finished off the scoring
with an unassisted goal late in the
game. Goodwin notched her second shutout of the season, making
three saves.
Wooster was impressive once
again in winning their second consecutive game, this time against
Earlham College. White had an
outstanding day, scoring three
goals and an assist as the Scots
cruised to a 1 win. .
White, who at one point this
season led NCAA Division III in
scoring, gave Wooster a
advantage in the opening half on
an unassisted goal. Just over a
minute into the second half White
scored her second goal off of a
pass from Boardman. Bemardon
struck just 50 seconds later on a
feed from White. With 7:48 to
play White completed the hat trick
scoring off of an assist from
Miriam Esber. Earlham avoided
the shutout, scor
ing with 25 seconds left in the
game.

un,"

In four games over the past 1 1
days the .College of Wooster field
On
hockey team has gone
Sept 30 the team fell to Denison
in overtime
The Scots then strung together
three consecutive wins against
Kenyon,
opponents
league
an.
Wesley
Ohio
.Earlham and
Wooster improved to 5 overall,
with a 3 mark in the NCAC.
The Scots lost an important
game to Denison when the Big
Red scored early in the first overtime. With the loss, Wooster saw
its hopes for an NCAC title virtually disappear. Denison scored
after only 2:05 of play.
It appeared that this would all
the Big Red would need as
Wooster was unable to get anything going offensively. But with
regulation time winding down,
Emily White 02 knotted the
match on an unassisted goal to
extend the game to overtime.
Melissa
loss,
the
Despite
Goodwin '01 had a solid performance in net for the Scots, as she
made 11 saves.
Wooster made np for the
loss
Denison
with an impres"We will
0
win
sive
over Kenyon on
the road in
Gambier.
The
White
win evened the
team's overall
mark at
The Scots dominated play,
Kenyon 31-- 4 and
It took
them 12-Wooster only 35 seconds to get on
as Lindsey
the scoreboard,
Boardman '03 scored her sixth
goal of the season off of a pass
from Amanda Bemardon '01.

Josh Pantesco

o
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Oct. 19 at Notre Dame

All-Oh-io

Championship

Men's Soccer
Oct. 14 vs. Wittenberg

